Introduction: Spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma (SSEH) is an uncommon but potentially fatal condition. The increased bleeding tendency associated with anticoagulant medications has been proven to increase the risk of SSEH. The symptoms of SSEH usually begin with sudden severe neck or back pain and are followed by neurological deficits. However, some cases present with only axial pain or with radicular pain similar to herniated disc disorders. Case Presentation: A 28-year-old healthy man developed a sudden onset of severe neck and right shoulder pain with mild arm weakness. The MRI revealed an SSEH that was compressing his spinal cord in the right posterolateral epidural space from C2-C6. On the second hospital day, his symptoms suddenly improved, and most of the hematoma had spontaneously resolved. Conclusions: Currently, the incidence of SSEH is expected to increase. Pain physicians must include SSEH in their differential diagnosis for patients with axial pain or radicular symptoms alone, particularly when risk factors are present.
Introduction
Spontaneous spinal epidural hematoma (SSEH) is a rare, spinal epidural space-occupying lesion. The initial presentation of SSEH is varied widely from only axial neck or back pain to severe neurological compromise (1) . The diagnosis could be delayed for patients who report axial spinal pain alone or minimal neurological deficits compared with those patients with definite motor or sensory abnormalities. Traditionally, emergent decompressive surgery was considered in these cases because the progression of spinal compromise can lead to catastrophic neurologic deficits or even death (2) . As SSEHs run a benign course more often than previously estimated, the choice of treatment should be decided for each case individually.
To remind the pain physician to keep this condition in mind when making a diagnosis, we report a cervical SSEH case that showed minimal neurological deficits and a benign course.
Case Presentation
A 28-year-old healthy man developed severe neck and right shoulder pain of a sudden onset while he was getting out of a car. He was admitted to a local hospital where a cervical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study was performed. The MRI demonstrated a large epidural mass compressing the spinal cord on the right posterolateral side from C2-C6 (Figure 1 ). The lesion was isointense to the spinal cord on T1-weighted images, hyperintense on T2-weighted images, and exhibited no contrast enhancement.
He was referred to our institution two days after the onset of his symptoms. At that time, his neck and shoulder pain were somewhat improved. The patient denied a recent history of trauma or systemic illness. Upon physical examination, a mild biceps weakness in his right arm was identified. The deep tendon reflex of the biceps muscle was increased, and Hoffman's sign was positive. Laboratory investigations revealed a complete blood cell count, prothrombin time, and partial thromboplastin time within normal limits. A clinical diagnosis of SSEH in the cervical spine was made, and elective surgery was scheduled due to the patient's minimal neurological deficits. On the second hospital day, his neck and shoulder pain were much improved. The follow-up MRI showed that most of the hematoma had disappeared ( Figure 2 ). The patient was discharged three days after admission, and his right arm weakness improved thereafter. A follow-up MRI obtained four months after the onset of symptoms revealed that the hematoma had completely disappeared.
Discussion
Two decades ago, the annual incidence of SSEH was estimated to be 0.1 patients per 100,000 (3). Recently, the prevalance of SSEH may be on the rise because the number of patients currently taking single or various combinations of antiplatelet and anticoagulant medications is increasing due to the frequent occurrence of heart or cerebrovascular disease. In addition, the application of MRI in daily medical practice even for patients with minimal neurological abnormalities is easier than in the past; MRI has greatly facilitated the diagnosis of SSEH, allowing for the detection of more cases with a benign, natural course. SSEH of idiopathic origin is most frequently observed and accounts for 40% -50% of spinal epidural hematomas (4). Other secondary causes, such as an increased bleeding tendency for various medications (5), blood dyscracia (6), direct or indirect spinal trauma (7), hypertension (8) , and pregnancy (9), have been discussed in the literature. Most reviews that have been conducted to determine the pathophysiologic mechanism in this process have indicated venous bleeding as the most likely source of hemorrhage due to the structural characteristics of the posterior internal vertebral venous plexus and the positional predominance of SSEH cases, especially in the cervicothoracic and thoracolumbar areas (10) (11) (12) .
The clinical presentation of SSEH is variable. The symptoms usually start with sudden, severe neck or back pain and followed by motor or sensory deficits around and below the corresponding dermatomes related to compression of nerve roots and the spinal cord. Some cases present only with axial pain or with radicular pain, similar to herniated disc disease. Various time intervals were found between the onset of axial pain and the development of neurological deficits. Sometimes, the axial pain resolved spontaneously without producing any neurological deficits (13) .
MRI is the study of choice not only for its definitive diagnosis but also to rule out the presence of SSEH. SSEH should be certainly doubted and an immediate spinal MRI must be ordered if a patient presents with definite neurological deficits in the early phase of the disease progression. However, the diagnosis could be difficult and therefore be delayed for patients with only axial spinal pain or minimal neurological deficits similar to herniated disc disease.
Major reviews for the outcomes of SSEH have indicated that less severe preoperative neurological deficits and a shorter time to surgical evacuation from the onset of symptoms were closely linked to more favorable recovery (14) . Therefore, early surgical decompression that takes place before the condition proceeds to serious spinal compromise is regarded as the standard of management. However, the number of reported cases of SSEH treated conservatively has recently increased. Conservative care has been applied in patients who showed evidence of spontaneous neurological improvement and subsequent hematoma disappearance in follow-up imaging in the early phase of the disease (15) . Furthermore, nonoperative treatment was extended to patients with minimal neurological deficits (13) , and the repeated assessment of neurological deterioration was emphasized (16 The spontaneous resolution of SSEH usually began several hours to days after onset; spreading of the hematoma along the spinal epidural space was suggested as one plausible explanation (13, 17) . This condition was found irrespective of the causative mechanisms (i.e., hemophilia (18) , anticoagulant medication (19) , and trauma (20) ).
We report a case of cervical SSEH with minimal neurological symptoms that spontaneously resolved. Currently, it is expected that pain physicians will have more opportunities to see these potentially fatal diseases in the pain clinic. A detailed history-taking and spinal MRI study should be provided for all patients with isolated axial pain or radicular symptoms. An epidural steroid block should be avoided in patients with sudden, unexplained axial spinal pain, even though minimal neurological deficits may be overlooked without a proper evaluation. Consequently, pain physicians must include SSEH in their differential diagnosis for patients suffering with axial pain or radicular symptoms alone, particularly when risk factors are also present.
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